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Executive Summary
Since the 1950s, China has built a formidable surveillance state increasingly
reliant on artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. The COVID-19 pandemic
has provided China an opportunity to soften the reputation of its surveillance
technologies, which include tracking apps, surveillance by drones, cameras
inside and outside houses, remote temperature scanning, and upgraded
facial recognition to identify mask wearers. These technologies have now
been legitimized for public health purposes. COVID-19 may accelerate
China's domestic surveillance efforts and lead to investments creating
capabilities preserved post-COVID.
Globally, China's surveillance model may gain even more legitimacy as a
vital tool beyond the pandemic, further deepening normative advantages for
China by allowing the strategic expansion of Chinese surveillance companies
worldwide. Since 2008, at least 80 countries have adopted Chinese
surveillance technology platforms. These platforms are more than just security
cameras: they integrate multiple government databases and provide analytic
capabilities that can support multiple command and control centers. If
democratic governments do not successfully demonstrate how to protect
public health and human rights, they risk losing the mantle of global
leadership in the 21st century. The United States must therefore better
understand China’s surveillance infrastructure and why it appeals to adopting
countries, using this knowledge to advance an alternate vision with its
democratic allies.
China employs surveillance to repress broad swaths of its population—most
notably the Uyghurs in Xinjiang and nationwide—and enables other countries
to execute their own surveillance systems through export of its technologies.
However, several nationwide surveillance programs have escaped sustained
attention. This paper will detail how these programs work and how they have
enabled the deployment of current COVID-19 surveillance techniques.
The United States and its allies can meet these challenges in several ways.
First, the United States must reduce domestic human rights harms and racial
injustice by its own companies and institutions. Second, the State
Department’s Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor (DRL) can host
Track 1.5 dialogues modeled off State’s Civil Society 2.0 and the Open
Government Partnership to engage democratic government and nongovernment stakeholders in Europe, Asia, and beyond. These dialogues can
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identify areas and companies engendering the greatest human rights harms
from surveillance, compare and obtain best practices from existing privacy
and surveillance legislation, and coordinate with the European approach to
surveillance export controls—which aims to restrict surveillance technology
exports on normative and non-military human rights grounds.
On the technical level, national research funding organizations such as the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency should support research on privacy-preserving facial
recognition systems. Bodies such as the National Institute of Standards and
Technology should also expand prior research on error mitigation in facial
recognition. U.S. representatives should actively engage the Global
Partnership on AI’s technical expertise to propose alternate facial recognition
standards to Chinese companies’ submissions at the United Nations’
International Telecommunications Union.
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The Rise of China’s Surveillance State
Since the advent of the People’s Republic in 1949, China has honed its
surveillance state to guarantee sociopolitical control. Tools deployed relied
heavily, if not exclusively, on manual methods, including through danwei
employment units, the hukou residency registration system, and dang’an
secret political files.1 As China began to reform and open up in 1979,
traditional methods lost much of their effectiveness.2 Not least, the 1989 prodemocracy protests and the following bloody crackdown, along with the
domestic rise of the internet, led the Party-state leadership to tighten
surveillance over an increasingly mobile and vocal citizenry. Starting in the
early 1990s, technological methods began replacing many manual tools,
giving rise to the modern surveillance state.
China’s surveillance state combines automated and manual approaches.
Officials maintain national DNA databases and extensive video surveillance
networks of public and residential spaces, as well as monitor and censor
internet and phone communications—enforcing de-anonymization through
real-name registration requirements.3 AI is increasingly used for facial
recognition, identifying persons and patterns of interest through predictive
policing, and automating content moderation.4 Yet despite the government’s
vision of big data seamlessly updating dossiers in real time, implementation
has been hindered by human inefficiency, unreliable and incomplete basic
data, and incompatible datasets or systems.5 These capabilities are often
deployed as “programs” that integrate multiple databases and support
command and control centers with analytic capabilities.6
Since 2003, the Chinese government has deployed several major nationallevel surveillance programs, overlapping with and in some cases advancing
their predecessors’ goals and physical infrastructure. This paper focuses on
these programs due to the availability of open source information, their
nationwide reach, or the possibility that their currently localized approaches
may expand across China.
It is worth noting up front that the scope of these programs and their
relationships to one another are frequently unclear, and there is no reliable
local or nationwide breakdown of the number of facial recognition-equipped
cameras.7 There are also no independently verified figures for private versus
publicly owned cameras, and whether these cameras feed both local and
national surveillance systems. The same uncertainty applies to the number of
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cameras dedicated to commercial applications—such as paying at retail
stores by entering the phone number linked to your government-issued ID and
verifying your face—versus public security applications.8
China’s major surveillance programs are examined further in the following
sections.

The Golden Shield Project(金盾工程)
The Ministry of Public Security (MPS) launched the Golden Shield Project in
the early 2000s to meet the Party-state’s growing demand for greater social
control over the entire population—especially political dissidents. The project
incorporates technologies now central to China’s surveillance apparatus,
such as internet censorship and facial and voice recognition.9 It was initially
rolled out in two main phases: first through population databases, ID tracking
systems, and internet surveillance tools, then through surveillance camera
systems.10
According to state-run media, between 2003 and 2006, the MPS logged
personal information for 96 percent (or 1.2 out of 1.3 billion) of China’s
citizens.11 Facial and voice recognition technologies are key to China’s
surveillance development, as examined in the following sections.

Safe Cities(平安城市)and Skynet(天网工程)
China achieved greater social control through Safe Cities and Skynet, two
similar programs that work in tandem and are frequently thought of as
synonymous within China. However, each program has distinct features. The
Ministry of Public Security and the Ministry of Science and Technology
launched Safe Cities in 2003.12 It provides disaster warnings, urban and
traffic management, and public security maintenance through three
interlocking systems covering technical, physical, and civil air defense.13 By
2005, it encompassed 22 provinces and 21 cities.14
Skynet(天网工程)was launched in 2005 by the MPS and the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) to “fight crime and prevent
possible disasters” through a nationwide network of closed-circuit television
cameras.15 It uses network gateways to deliver surveillance footage captured
by CCTV in public areas—such as main thoroughfares and security
checkpoints—to command centers.16 Skynet purportedly provides 24/7
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coverage of major districts, streets, schools, and business areas, and timed
surveillance over smaller streets.17 Chinese media often portrays Skynet as a
“facial recognition system,” though it remains unclear how many cameras are
facial recognition-equipped—especially given the rudimentary state of the
technology in 2005.18 By 2018, Safe Cities’ scope still appeared broader
than Skynet, which was purportedly active in 16 cities, provinces, and
municipalities, with 20 million cameras in use.19
Chinese state-run media has claimed Skynet can scan the entire Chinese
population in one second with 99.8 percent accuracy, yet such claims ignore
glaring technical limitations.20 The vice president of Chinese AI unicorn and
facial recognition giant Megvii—which created Face++—said the technology
cannot run 24/7 and would need a supercomputer to viably scan more than
1,000 faces at a time.21 Connecting to supercomputing capabilities over the
cloud is also considered too risky from a security perspective, meaning
Face++ may rely more on slower, limited options.22 More broadly, technical
issues from retrofitting existing video surveillance systems with facial
recognition will almost certainly produce lower grade images or slower
response times.23
Deep learning may help overcome the technical limitations posed by
retrofitting. Hikvision and Dahua Technologies—two Chinese companies
commanding the world’s largest market shares in video surveillance subjected
to U.S. government usage bans24 and export controls25—have been
increasingly active in this area. Hikvision, which began exploring deep
learning applications in 2012,26 claims deep learning algorithms can achieve
“comparable or even better-than-human pattern recognition accuracy and
the ability to classify and recognize thousands of features,” with average
facial recognition accuracy increasing by 38 percent.27 Dahua has likewise
stated that systems trained on deep learning algorithms can be applied to
poorer image quality and wider angles.28

Sharp Eyes(雪亮工程)
To extend and upgrade the infrastructure used by prior programs like Golden
Shield, Safe Cities, and Skynet, China’s National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC), the Central Political and Legal Affairs Commission, the
MPS, and six other government bodies launched the national program Sharp
Eyes(雪亮工程) in 2015.29 The program expanded on a predecessor
program from circa 2011 called Village-to-Village Surveillance(村村通视
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频监控), which had begun integrating Skynet surveillance with civilian
cameras.30 It sought to better integrate rural-urban surveillance and to
address high crime rates in rural areas, attributed to insufficient police and
security camera coverage.31 Sharp Eyes’ chief goal was to provide full, realtime rural surveillance coverage by 2020.32 It has mostly succeeded in
establishing community-driven “grid management”(网格化管理), which
divides cities into administrative units and integrates data to identify and
resolve social management issues.33 The program next seeks to enhance data
integration, as video surveillance data is still siloed, and no standard data
mining approach exists.34
Unlike prior programs, Sharp Eyes places surveillance capabilities in citizens’
hands and encourages their direct participation. This strategy echoes the
surveillance mechanisms of the Cultural Revolution, the period from which
Sharp Eyes derives its name.35 In Linyi, Shandong, where the program was
born, cable boxes on citizens’ televisions were upgraded to directly display
surveillance feeds and enable crime reporting via TV remote controls.36 One
propaganda slogan from the MPS declared, “remote control in hand, safety
in heart.”37 Yet breaching the private sphere has raised concerns among
citizens that surveillance can be brought directly into their homes.38
Other examples of community-led Sharp Eyes surveillance in Linyi centered
on mobile apps. One project—“Everyone is a Safety Officer” (人人都是平
安员工程)—stemmed from a mobile app that pushed video surveillance and
public security information to citizens. Similarly, the “Neighbors Help Each
Other”(邻里互助工程)project established groups of households to monitor
and report public security incidents via app.39

Predictive Policing
China has also made predictive policing—a data-driven approach to
anticipatory, preventative law enforcement—a central aspect of its
surveillance model, while certain U.S. cities have prioritized this at the local
level.40 Predictive policing underpins two platforms in China: the nationwide
Police Cloud(警务云)program and the Integrated Joint Operations
Platform(一体化联合作战平台), which originated and focuses primarily on
widespread surveillance of individuals in Xinjiang.
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Police Cloud (警务云)
In 2015, the MPS launched Police Cloud via provincial-level cloudcomputing centers for police.41 It links personal information to use of
government-issued ID cards, and connects otherwise disparate databases
across the public and private sector in a national Police Cloud database.42
This repository includes CCTV footage, medical history, supermarket
memberships, IP addresses, social media usernames, delivery records,
residential addresses, hotel stays, records of petitioning to the government,
and biometrics, among other information.43 The authorities primarily use
Police Cloud to enhance human-led policing activities, tracking individuals’
locations and personal relationships, “visualizing” otherwise unseen
correlations, and purportedly predicting future actions.44
Such dragnet surveillance raises human rights concerns for every individual
unwittingly implicated, but is especially concerning for seven categories of
“focus personnel.” This label includes petitioners, those supposedly involved
in terrorism, and those “undermining social stability.”45 Under such a
definition, the Chinese police have a wide purview to surveil individuals they
believe pose a threat to social stability and/or their rule. Moreover, a
significant gray area exists in Chinese legal discourse: while citizens cannot
be charged for crimes they are suspected of planning to commit, citizens can
be charged for attempting to commit crimes.46

Xinjiang’s Integrated Joint Operations Platform(一体化联合作战平台)
The northwestern region of Xinjiang has often been described as the
“testbed” for Chinese surveillance technology, but the technology’s spread
within China has not been so unidirectional. Nonetheless, while neither Sharp
Eyes nor Skynet originated in Xinjiang, the region has borne the brunt of
China’s most intrusive surveillance innovations, which act as a blueprint for
police planning and implementation throughout China.47 Xinjiang’s
innovations include a blend of predictive policing, biometric surveillance
under the guise of public health checks, and facial and voice recognition with
human policing methods like omnipresent “convenience police stations” and
house stays by government officials—all of which have enabled widespread
coercion.48
The Integrated Joint Operations Platform (IJOP, 一体化联合作战平台)
serves as the most prominent example of testbed surveillance. It monitors
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relationships by tracing phones, vehicles, and ID cards; it also connects to
CCTV cameras enabled with facial recognition and night vision.49 The
platform treats many ordinary and lawful activities—such as using WhatsApp
or VPNs, driving a car that is not theirs, or using “too much” electricity—as
inherently suspicious.50 It automatically alerts officers of these individuals for
interrogation. Outside the camps, the IJOP forms a series of invisible or virtual
fences, restricting movements based on perceived threat levels.51
The systematic deployment of advanced surveillance technology has
facilitated the Chinese government’s intensifying repression of Xinjiang’s
ethnic Uyghur and Turkic Muslim populations. IJOP surveillance has led to the
mass arbitrary detention of innocent individuals in a network of nearly 1,200
internment camps, enabling the forced political indoctrination of between one
and three million Turkic Muslims.52

China’s COVID-19 Surveillance Toolkit
The commercial viability of China’s surveillance technologies boosts their
legitimacy and appeal, raising human rights concerns. The COVID-19
pandemic has provided the state with a bigger opportunity to tout its
surveillance apparatus. These technologies—including tracking apps,
surveillance by drones, cameras inside and outside houses, remote
temperature scanning, and upgraded facial recognition to identify mask
wearers—have been sanitized and legitimized for public health purposes.53

Location Tracking
Location tracking and data mining by apps underpin this approach.54 One
example is Alipay Health Code, developed by Alibaba’s Ant Financial and
used by 700 million people in more than 200 cities nationwide.55 It provides
a color-coded breakdown of predicted health risk based on user-inputted
personal information, such as government-issued ID number, residence
location, and human interactions.56 In turn, the app changes colors, often
arbitrarily, to determine freedom of movement.57 Source code analysis
revealed that Health Code shares data with the MPS, raising concerns of user
location tracking continuing after the pandemic.58
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Upgraded Video Surveillance
China’s approach also relies on video surveillance, which has been
upgraded to include non-facial recognition methods. The aforementioned
Skynet program inspired a prominent Chinese scientist to propose a similar
approach to tracking COVID-19.59 Access control systems of some
residential buildings use facial recognition-equipped technology, allowing
only green Health Code holders to enter—an indication that Health Code
and entry systems are linked.60 Additionally, MIIT spotlighted a state-owned
enterprise called Potevio(普天信息工程设计服务有限公司)for helping
combat coronavirus with its “AI Close Contact Catcher.”61 It purportedly
overcomes problems in existing systems such as Skynet, which is struggling
with degraded facial recognition accuracy rates due to widespread mask
wearing.62 Potevio claims to rely instead on pedestrian detection and
relocation technology to retrace close contacts of suspected cases, and
detect unauthorized abnormal behaviors by quarantined individuals (such as
intentional transmission by a confirmed case and/or violation of
quarantine).63
Chinese AI unicorn SenseTime and Hanwang Technology (Hanvon)—two
companies with ties to Xinjiang that count the MPS as customers—have also
upgraded technology to identify masked faces.64 Whether or not such
detection methods prove viable for identifying and tracking individuals, these
technologies could be used to track “focus personnel” and their contacts
beyond the pandemic, even if they partially obscure their faces to evade
identification.65

Key Concerns
China’s coronavirus surveillance toolkit will likely outlast the pandemic for
several reasons, raising serious concerns for the United States. First, China has
a history of developing cutting-edge surveillance infrastructure, along with a
clear willingness to pilot and deploy technologies in spite of human rights
impacts. Second, while the Chinese Constitution claims to safeguard “privacy
of correspondence,” China does not have a comprehensive privacy
protection law, and investigations have found Chinese authorities placed the
personal data of millions of its citizens on unprotected servers and granted
private contractors data access.66 Privacy regulations are piecemeal and
limited to the commercial sphere.67 Overall, China’s concept of “prevention
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and control”(防控)to counter domestic unrest is also being applied for
public health purposes.68
Additionally, no substantive legal discussion seems to exist within China on
sunsetting these technologies or proactively building in sunset clauses—in fact,
the opposite may be true. The only indications of self-imposed limitations
come from a Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) notice in February
2020 stating that personal information collected for epidemic prevention and
control and disease prevention can only be collected by agencies authorized
by the State Council’s health department; moreover, the data cannot be used
for other purposes, and cannot be disclosed without individuals’ consent.69
Additionally, a May draft civil code does not appear to extend protection to
individuals from surveillance.70 Otherwise, in Health Code’s birthplace of
Hangzhou, officials are considering releasing an app ranking citizens with a
“personal health index” from zero to 100 by the end of June, while Shanghai
wants to expand its app to a broader digital assistant to induce further use.71
It is unclear how this data would be used, how the CAC guidance would
precisely apply, or what punishments would be meted out for violations. At a
minimum, such indexes penalizing drinking wine or insufficient sleep could
discriminate against behaviors not considered problematic before the
pandemic, nor necessarily relevant to preventing its spread.72
Given China’s long-term poor human rights record, legal climate, and current
messaging, these technologies will likely persist long after the pandemic.73
China can continue to forcefully enforce quarantine and discriminate against,
or crack down, on already repressed groups—such as religious minorities
and political dissidents—for whatever reasons it chooses.74 Even beyond
China, history has shown that surveillance introduced under the guise of
emergency measures often fails to meet its objectives, yet becomes more
integral to surveillance regimes.75 Human rights organizations agree that
increased surveillance measures will be unlawful under international
frameworks unless China can meet strict criteria, justifying the technology as
necessary, proportionate, time-bound, transparent, and not doing more harm
than good.76 However, Chinese measures don’t appear to meet these
conditions and could violate the right to privacy.77 Moreover, widespread
tracking has created hurdles for China’s most vulnerable population, the
elderly. Older people without smartphones cannot take the public bus (which
requires the Health Code app) or enter public hospitals (which requires
making an online appointment).78
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Aside from privacy concerns, China also faces challenges from data sharing
and linking to form accurate assessments. First, despite its long-standing
efforts to overcome what it calls “data islands,” data sharing remains stunted
among provinces and between provincial and central authorities, as those
charged with fusing data may be risk-averse.79 Second, if data sharing
happens, it may be difficult to quickly draw conclusions from different data
results—let alone perform real-time analysis—on individuals from public and
private sector data streams.80 While manual contact tracing has been upheld
as a better model, interviewees’ vague memories and occasionally erroneous
information may increase epidemiological investigators’ workloads.81

How U.S. and Chinese Surveillance Approaches Broadly Differ
Even before the emergence of COVID-19, the U.S. and Chinese approaches
to surveillance differed in fundamental ways. U.S. surveillance has been
dominated by private sector commercial collection, primarily to reap profits
from targeted advertising.82 Private companies are generally expected to not
share the personally identifiable information they have collected with federal,
state, or local governments unless presented with appropriate court orders or
other suitable legal authorizations. The collection of surveillance data by
government agencies is limited by law and generally requires agencies to
obtain court warrants or other similar legal instruments. The widespread
introduction of video cameras (including police body cameras) complicates
this landscape, but the rules and procedures are being determined through
established legislative and judicial processes.
In contrast to the United States, no accountability or transparency
mechanisms exist in China for the MPS to publicly report any of its
surveillance activities, except to the top Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
leadership.83 Moreover, U.S. companies are more proactive about lobbying
for model standards and guardrails around use of technology, while under
China’s National Intelligence Law, Chinese companies cannot plausibly
refuse Chinese government requests to cooperate, whether the data involves
users inside or outside China.84 Companies such as Megvii have deferred to
the Chinese government to write the legal framework on when and how law
enforcement can use facial recognition.85 These are just some of the contrasts
between the Chinese and American approaches to surveillance, and do not
fully represent the differences between other authoritarian and democratic
regimes’ governance approaches.
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The coronavirus presents a complex challenge vis-à-vis surveillance. The
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights recognizes that in the
context of serious public health threats86 and public emergencies threatening
the life of the nation, restrictions on some rights can be justified when they
have a legal basis, are strictly necessary, based on scientific evidence, are
neither arbitrary or discriminatory in application, of limited duration,
respectful of human dignity, subject to review, and proportionate to achieve
the objective.87 However, to date, COVID-19 surveillance technologies in
both countries have not adequately met these criteria and run the risk of
mission creep. This is especially the case for sunset clauses, limiting data
collection to public health purposes, and independent oversight.88 Without
privacy laws, widespread collection of sensitive data from citizens can
proceed without consent, and the amount of data that can be shared
between agencies goes unspecified.89 However, vibrant democracies, such
as South Korea, Taiwan, and New Zealand, have shown it is possible to
combat coronavirus while restraining surveillance overreach. These countries
have carried out programs that are limited in scope, temporary, and subject
to democratic review—approaches that should serve as models going
forward.90
Overall, AI powers surveillance in several different ways, and is used by
authoritarian and democratic nations alike.91 AI enables facial recognition,
and increasingly utilizes deep learning to improve intelligent video analytics
through better pattern recognition accuracy and feature classification, and
lowers traditional barriers such as low lighting and poor angles. It also
enables voice recognition, increasing authorities’ ability to narrow the space
for anonymity and to track subjects of interest. Likewise, predictive policing
assists authorities by flagging persons and patterns of interest in ways that
may have been missed through human-led policing. AI is also present in more
nascent areas, such as automating content moderation and border security.
The following section will provide policy recommendations on how
democracies can differentiate their approach to surveillance from
authoritarian nations.

Policy and Messaging Recommendations
If democracies fail to model a different approach to surveillance, they will
lose ground to authoritarian governments, making it increasingly difficult to
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criticize abusive surveillance activities and disadvantaging democracies in the
battle to sustain global rights-based governance.92
To ameliorate these challenges, the United States should take a two-pronged
approach focused on domestic reform and multilateral efforts. First, the United
States must take action to reduce human rights harms and racial injustice by
its own companies and institutions at home. IBM’s departure from the facial
recognition market and Amazon and Microsoft’s decisions to temporarily
cease selling to police are commendable, but much more needs to be done,
as the following technical best practices recommendations will show.93
Second, the United States can utilize Track 1 (government-to-government)
and Track 1.5 (government officials in unofficial capacity with outside
experts) dialogues to work with, and learn from, other democracies on
several fronts, including legal, diplomatic, and technological, also
enumerated below.

Strengthen an Allied Approach
1. The State Department’s Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and
Labor (DRL) can help develop a concerted interagency strategy for
engaging civil society on how facial recognition and other
surveillance technologies harm human rights, and which companies
are responsible. With this interagency strategy in mind, DRL can host
Track 1.5 dialogues modeled on State’s Civil Society 2.0 and/or the
Open Government Partnership. Conversants should include European
and Asian country partners with legal, technical, civil society, and
business expertise. The State Department can also use the information
gathered from these meetings to strengthen its interagency approach.
2. In such dialogues, government and non-government stakeholders can
address which surveillance technologies are and are not captured by
existing privacy and surveillance legislation in each country. These
dialogues can help identify role model approaches for countries to
advance both domestically and as an alternate global model. The
European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which
calls for privacy by design and explicit documentation of the video
surveillance’s purpose, is one model.94 The approaches taken by
South Korea, Taiwan, and New Zealand can also be explored as
models for public health surveillance.
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3. These dialogues can also identify areas requiring more work to curb
domestic human rights harms from surveillance technologies, such as
the concerning tendency in many democracies to trial facial
recognition systems without legal oversight or public notification, and
lack of legal accountability toward U.S. police forces’ use of these
technologies.95
4. In Track 1 dialogues run by the State Department and through the
newly formed Inter-Parliamentary Alliance on China (IPAC) and the
Global Partnership on AI, diplomats and U.S. representatives can
utilize interagency findings to advance the IPAC’s goals of upholding
human rights and strengthening security, and the GPAI’s goals of
responsible development and use of AI grounded in human rights.96

Identify Actors and Apply Export Controls
1. DRL should compare how its guidance for surveillance technology
exports can dovetail with the European approach to surveillance
export controls, and discuss where its guidance can go further by
comparing it with other democracies’ approaches.97 For instance,
democracies might prohibit the combination of anonymized data with
other personal data, as these linkages can re-identify individuals.98
2. DRL can encourage countries to have their companies sign the Safe
Face Pledge, which calls on organizations to make public
commitments to mitigate the abuse of facial analysis technology, and
similar voluntary mechanisms of compliance.99
3. Where possible, create a repository and examine concrete instances
of Chinese and non-Chinese companies contributing to rights abuses
abroad. This repository can serve as a resource for the U.S. Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS) Entity List.
4. Identify Western companies contributing core hardware to
surveillance efforts and entities in authoritarian nations, and engage
each company in implementing stronger export due diligence.100
Apply lessons learned from human trafficking and financial crimes
cases to induce compliance among companies.101
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Promote Technological Best Practices and Codify Reform
The United States should engage, fund, test and legislate in the following
areas:
1. U.S. representatives to the GPAI should work with the initiative’s
technical expertise to propose alternate facial recognition standards
at the United Nations’ International Telecommunications Union,
where Chinese companies have been proposing standards that will
be fast-tracked for approval. The Chinese standards have been
criticized for promoting policy recommendations over technical
specifications, which can be particularly risky, as ITU standards are
often adopted by developing nations in Africa, the Middle East and
Asia.102
2. Organizations such as the National Science Foundation and/or
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency can fund research on
privacy-preserving computer vision systems—for example, methods
that obscure individuals’ faces.103 They can also fund research into
counter-surveillance technologies, such as clothing and other
techniques that can attack image systems.104
3. The Department of Commerce’s National Institute of Standards and
Technology can test these technologies for technical robustness and
accuracy in a similar endeavor to its Facial Recognition Vendor Test.
NIST can also expand its past research on mitigating false negatives
and false positives, especially for women and people of color.105
These findings can directly inform congressional efforts to regulate
facial recognition or alternative technologies for both government
and commercial use.
4. Congress should support and promote organizations and entities that
share the U.S. government’s goal of countering authoritarian use of
information and communications technologies.
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